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An Autumn Reset?
Rev. Philip A. Gunther, DM, SKMB Conference
Is it time to assess, adjust and revive
your discipleship?
“Forget the former things; do not
dwell on the past.
See, I am doing a new thing.”
Isaiah 43:18 NIV
“Today is a great day to start
something new.”
Common Proverb
Discipleship (noun) – the state of being a disciple and
at the same time a pattern of following Jesus.
German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche once said, “Autumn is more the season
of the soul than of nature.” I resonate in my spirit with his sentiment. As we enter
the season of autumn, I am experiencing in my heart a deep yearning to weigh
how I am currently living out my discipleship. Too often I take it for granted and
simply shuffle along.
Healthy discipleship does not happen naturally or
automatically, it is a deliberate work of the soul. I am convinced that the most
effective disciples are those who take time to ponder what God is up to in their
lives. Coupled with that, self-understanding is a vitally important pursuit to engage
in for any faithful and fruitful disciple. In his book Soul Care, Rob Reimer writes,
“Self-awareness is the gateway to life change.” And so, here we are. What follows is
an articulation of my thoughts as I’ve been pondering an autumn discipleship
reboot or renewal.
In my mind, a reasonable place to start any dedicated discipleship reset seems to
be by looking for some signs of an actual need for it. In my view, here are ten signs
that could point to a need for an autumn discipleship reset:
•I’m experiencing a spiritual ‘numbness’.
•I’m not practicing the spiritual disciplines.
•I am not balanced when it comes to investing in my work. life, relationships, and
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my own self-care.
• I have an insufficient diet of Scripture.
• I live life by sight more than by faith.
• I routinely experience either indifference or anxiety.
• I don’t have a passion for the Gospel; it is not shaping me to be like Jesus.
• I struggle with my identity in Christ.
• The influence of social media (culture) shapes my life more than the Holy Spirit.
• Regarding others, I tend to assume the worst rather than believe the best about them.
• Joy and peace are often absent in my life.
Engaging with these ten questions will give one a good sense of how they fair on the discipleship wellbeing
barometer. If you are convinced that you require a discipleship reset, it seems wise to conduct a litmus test of your
present practices as a disciple of Jesus. The main thing in discipleship is being a faithful and obedient disciple of Jesus.[1]
That being said, there are seven questions that come to mind for me that could be asked about one’s discipleship:
• Am I keeping the main thing the main thing?
• Am I seeking to live out the main thing from a space of self-effort and self-reliance or as a Spirit-led, love response to
the Gospel?
• What needs to start, stop, or change as I pursue living out the main thing?
• What has the Holy Spirit revealed to me about how I am living out the main thing? How am I acting obediently to the
Holy Spirit’s revelation?
• What are my growth areas, blind spots, and festering sins?
• Am I daily seeking the wisdom of Scripture and wise counselors?
So, you’re likely now at least thinking about an autumn discipleship reset. I am persuaded that such a venture should
start with goal setting. Should one not want to start with the end in mind? It just seems wise to identify a destination as
one charts a path on this quest. The importance of goal setting cannot be overstated. Best-selling author Tony Robbins
once penned, “Goal setting is the first step in turning the invisible into the visible.” We want to see tangible fruitful
practices spring from our intangible hopes and aspirations.
Click Here to continue reading the article.

Presents
Why Does the Bible Matter?
The Transformative Impact of Scriptures
Tuesday, November 8, 1:30 - 3:30pm
On-Site: 604 Webster Street, Saskatoon, SK
On-Line: Contact 306-374-6655 for the zoom link
For more information and RSVP contact: hstrauss@horizon.edu
Horizon College and Seminary invites you to a conversation surrounding the significance of the Bible and its
relevance for our present cultural moment. In a panel discussion, faculty members will probe this topic from
three distinct vantage points: 1) the widespread influence and effects of the Bible upon Western culture; 2) its
authority and inspiration as Christian scripture; and 3) the historical development of the canon. This initial
conversation will broaden to an exploration of the practical implications of our findings for our current context—
including, we hope, robust engagement with those who attend this event.
Panelists will include:
• Andrew Gabriel, PhD - Vice-President of Academics; College Academic Dean; Theology
• Jeromey Martini, PhD - President; New Testament Studies

• Harry Strauss, DMin - Coordinator for Master of Arts in Pastoral Leadership; Field Education
The meeting will be moderated by Susan Wendel, PhD - Seminary Academic Dean; New and Old Testament
Studies.

